Signs of the Times – What to Watch for in the Coming Near Future
Dear Body of Christ,
We have heard, all of our life, that we are in the last days before the Lord’s return but some have gone back
into the world and do not want to hear any more discussion on the topic. However, the closer it gets the
more information and details are coming forth to confirm prophetic signs spoken of in the Bible, so that we
can know and not be caught by surprise.
A collection of testimonies / dreams / visions have been researched and compiled together, attached, and
also a summary of the basic signs that they have in common is presented in the list below. When God is
showing numerous people the same thing* IT IS TIME TO PAY ATTENTION! God’s people are children of
the day and not of the night so we are supposed to watch and be aware. (1 Thessalonians 5:1-10)
LIST OF COMMON SIGNS, IN ORDER, THAT ARE BEING SHOWN TO GOD’S WATCHMEN
1. It starts with clouds of darkness gathering on the horizon. – Two-fold meaning: physical dark clouds of
smoke from war / chaos and spiritual dark clouds of impending evil.
2. Electro-static discharge takes place in the atmosphere. – Also known as EMP, most likely due to the
approach of a large astronomical object in space referred to as the “destroyer”. Atmospheric phenomenon
will be visually similar to Aurora Borealis. To see an example, search the internet for “Norway Spiral”.
3. A loud, vibrating trumpet sound. – The second part of the resurrection, which is NOT the rapture that
comes later at Armageddon. The timing of the 2nd part of the resurrection appears to be in the spring / Feast
of Firstfruits? People that come forth from the resurrection vanish off the face of the earth. (a.k.a. the “man
child”)
4. Global power outage. – No lights, no cell phones, no electricity. It is completely pitch black.
5. Mass hysteria and global chaos. – Appears to last for a 2 week period; and not sure how long the power
outage lasts lasts except for biblical precedent: 3 hrs (Matt. 27:45) or 3 days (Exodus 10:21-23, Matthew 12:40.
6. Arrival of the giant fallen ones. – “…Woe to the inhabiters of the earth and of the sea! for the devil is come
down unto you, having great wrath, because he knoweth that he hath but a short time. And when the dragon
saw that he was cast unto the earth, he persecuted the woman which brought forth the man child.”
(Revelation 12) For reference, Steve Quayle is one of the leading researchers in this area.
7. A new order arises upon the earth. – The global beast comes forth after World War III and persecution of
Christians takes its full course. The image of the beast comes forth (the antichrist) after it is resurrected by
the false prophet and mandates that everyone take the MARK. (Revelation 13)
8. Massive earthquakes and weather calamities. – God’s judgments of wrath pour upon the earth and upon
the devil’s kingdom, followed by Armageddon and the return of the LORD.

* 2 Corinthians 13:1 “…In the mouth of two or three witnesses shall every word be established.”

Bree’s Prophetic Dream, Youtube Video, 2011 ?
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c4GCco-K78o
She and Austin are on a big hill, with all these really nice houses. There’s a view of the ocean and an island
on the horizon.
The island has a flat-topped volcano that is completely open on top. It’s getting dark outside and out of the
corner of her eye she sees the top edge of the volcano begin a circular flaring and it’s becoming more
intense.
Lights began going off in the sky and she knew in her mind that this was going to cause a power outage,
through-out the whole world. She tells Austin that the power is going to go out in the whole world and that
they need to get to friends and family because cell phones will not work and people need to repent and
turn their lives over to God and ask Jesus into their heart. The Lord’s coming back for us.
So she gets to friends and family in time to evangelize and pray with them. Then all the power goes out.
People are frantic and locking their doors. It was the most realistic dream she ever had in her whole life. It
did not seem like a dream, it was weird. The power is out for quite a while and she thinks “oh no, what if
Jesus isn’t coming back right now?” We could get killed by looters, we have no food, we can’t call the cops if
something happens, what are we going to do? It’s pure pitch-black out and it’s so scary.
She starts getting glimpses of people around the world. There’s a field with two people working and one of
them vanishes. There’s people on the beach, there’s people in other places, just vanishing, and clothes
dropping to the floor. The people that she prayed with and that were close to her and believed in God also
vanished. She’s now above Earth watching from a bird’s-eye view. People were raptured up out of harm’s
way and then earthquakes were happening, ocean waves were going everywhere, and people were
going crazy. It was so chaotic and so scary! Everybody was in sheer panic and terror!
I saw all these people left behind in the tribulation. I saw people who I thought were going to be in heaven
with me and who were going to be taken up with me, and they weren’t. They were stuck down here and I
thought “oh they are going to have so many years of this”. The dream went on with more details.
She woke up in the morning, so frazzled. Later, she turned the TV on and there was a report of solar flares,
like in her dream. Then the guy on TV talked about magnetic pole shift and the expected power outage
result of the solar flares to happen all over the world in the next two years. They said it would be large scale
and intense. They were talking about how there would be fireworks colors in the sky before the power
would be knocked out, exactly like she saw in the dream, a confirmation.

Bell’s Prophetic Warning Dream, 11-14-2011
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=flTGFzZELlY&feature=related
Lately she has had quite an urge to pray and study the Bible and she did ask the Lord for more dreams.
She hadn’t received much from the Lord lately and had missed Him.
So she had a dream and didn’t know what it meant. She even felt like she was someone else in the dream,
like she was looking through the eyes of an older Asian man.
She felt like she was either on top of China or Japan.
She was in a park with a wide concrete public area next to a large body of water (Sanya Nanshan, South
China?).
It’s nighttime and she sees clouds forming and then she hears a LOUD vibrating, trumpet-like sound
that shook her insides. Afterwards, groups of electric lights begin turning off and each one made an
audible ping sound when it went off, until they were all off and it was so pitch black, that a person could not
see their hand in front of their face. This happened during some type of festival. (Feast of Firstfruits, in
the spring?!)
Everybody began screaming and panicking. She (the Asian man) grabbed the little girl and they hurried
home but the little girl was the one who was able to lead them home, through the shack neighborhood. The
little girl was able to because she recognized a little yellow bird that lived near her home. They get home
and the wife and son asks if they are okay. Then she sees one of those parade dragons from a Chinese
festival going down the alley.
It’s beginning to become daylight. In that neighborhood, the first floor was typically small businesses and the
upper floors were residential. Theirs was a noodle store, on the first floor. The businesses were all opening
as they would do on a normal day, even after what happened the night before. A portly white gentleman
came in and asked for a table for 12. In the meantime he seated and had a bowl of shrimp soup.
Key points: the trumpet sounded at night during a festival. The yellow bird. The number 12.

Vision/Dream Of Coming Darkness, Mr. Ephesians 6:11, spring 2011
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PymHxHE9YwI&feature=related
The dream:
On a train headed to work and it is a sunny day outside. I look out of the window in the distance and see
gray clouds forming and then they start turning pitch black in the distance and coming closer until it
enveloped the people on the train like a lights out effect. It was pitch black to where you could not see
your hand in front of your face. There was fear, panic, and screaming.
A few months previous to this dream he had posted on the internet that there was a coming darkness and
the electrical power would shut off. No light at all. The sun, moon, and stars pitch black.
Now is the time to be on fire for the Lord. Something’s coming…

Dream: The Taking Away / Nephilim Giants, Crystal Clay, 2-25-2016
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q4jAWHneUV4
Her 8-year old son’s dream:
He saw Earth and a planet coming down toward Earth. The planet was half red, half blue. (Fire and Ice?
Doppler effect of planetary velocity? Visible only with infrared or ultraviolet?) After the planet arrived, he
saw thousands of giants jumping off the planet and onto Earth. He also saw demons jumping off the
planet, coming to cause chaos. The giants were as tall as or taller than the clouds. He saw a giant pick up
a volcano and throw it at half the Earth, causing a huge tsunami and fire.

A Prophetic Vision of Sudden Darkness - Then Comes Giants, 3-6-2011
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aQCl1N_XMTk&feature=related
Dream received by a sister in the Lord, mostly about the coming giants.
A news reporter on TV asks the audience what would they do if an EMP (electromagnetic pulse) was used?
What will you do when all electronic devices are of no use?
All of a sudden the world was in darkness and had been caught off guard. When this happened, military
laws came into control. Then I saw giants that looked almost like transformers and wasn’t sure if they
were metal or robotic because they ate people! (literal or symbolic?) The military was aware of these beings
but when all electronics in the world went dead then these monster giants appeared. All electronics
would not work, including automobiles, and the world was in darkness.
The military had a special unit to go after these “things”, these giants that came down from some craft in
the sky. The military did battle with them and the giants killed and ate some of the special ops units.
(confirmed by Steve Quayle)
There were some of the people who would not denounce God and went into hiding. A deceiver woman
came forth who could expose their position to the beast, causing strife and division among the people.
Some of the Christians were taken captive and killed by the beast (world government). There was nowhere
to hide in the physical, even for the military.
When the military could no longer control the giants, the military commander of the special ops counter-alien
unit released their top secret weapon. It was a hybrid type of giant created in the government labs to fight
the evil giants. It was a hybrid of human DNA and some other beast and had tremendous strength and
power. The hybrid weapon went into battle and was wounded by the giants.
The Lord has been showing me these things for the last two or three years and this has been progressing
faster and faster.
The Lord’s warning was to store up necessities (physical and spiritual) and come up with your own natural
resources (candles, etc.) and ways to communicate that won’t be affected by EMP. Scripture she was given:
Daniel 2:43 “And whereas thou sawest iron mixed with miry clay, they shall mingle themselves with the
seed of men: but they shall not cleave one to another, even as iron is not mixed with clay.”
Revelation 16:14 “For they are the spirits of devils, working miracles, which go forth unto the kings of the
earth and of the whole world, to gather them to the battle of that great day of God Almighty.”

Ken Peters – I Saw the Tribulation (August 1980 prophetic dream, presented August 2000)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HVN4q2dCPN0
I fell asleep and the dream began immediately. It began with a very loud noise, like the sound of a 1970s
car horn that was extremely loud, ear-piercing, and lasted a long time like a stuck car horn. (1Thess. 4:16)
I was in the heavens looking down upon the Earth. What I saw were many cemeteries and graveyards.
Then I was zoomed in closer to the graveyards and saw the ground breaking open violently and people
coming up out of graves. The condition that they came out was very unusual, it was not so much a random
resurrection of people but more of a categorized resurrection of people. (1Cor. 15:23-24) It was almost
like the dirt exploded open. I saw this all over the globe. When people came out of the grave, they
seemed to be wearing what looked like a choir robe covered with sequins reflecting brilliant rays of light.
Their outfit and their person was brighter than the sun. The men appeared masculine, the women
appeared feminine, the old appeared mature but not frail, and the children appeared young yet full-grown.
All of a sudden, the people that came out just disappeared. I don’t know where they went. I did not see
them go up, they just vanished. I also did not see any people remaining behind changed like it says in 1 Cor.
15:52 “In a moment, in the twinkling of an eye, at the last trump: for the trumpet shall sound, and the dead shall be
raised incorruptible, and we shall be changed.”
After they vanished, mass hysteria began to hit the Earth, with despair, pandemonium, lawlessness, fear,
and chaos everywhere across the entire globe. For about a two-week period, television, radio, phones,
computers, and electronic communications were completely shut down. (Heb. 12:26)
Hopelessness was everywhere in the world and many were asking where the people were that had
disappeared.
After the two-week period, media broadcasts came back on the air, but were completely different. The
message being broadcast was about a soon-to-come new government and leadership. A man finally
came on the scene and he spoke with great eloquence and charisma. He was soothing, and promised
answers to all current issues. This man was smooth and extremely convincing; able to solve problems.
He was a consummate communicator and explained how this removal of people was God’s judgment
upon them. He communicated by the use of large screen televisions located in population centers. He
talked about “new times” upon us as human beings, new directives for global peace, and the need to give
up current citizenship for world citizenship. (Rev. 13:8) He continually spoke of world order and the
benefits of men dwelling together in peace. The world leader was a most handsome man and had everything
going together for him, with boldness and charisma to convince people. He was not challenged. (He was
the leader of the New World Order or NWO.)
At staggering rates, people were buying into the plan that this leader proposed. It was like the whole earth
had become a third world nation completely behind the times and trying to find some hope. At the same
time, babies were being abandoned on street corners, but were being picked up by small groups of people
who had hope and also had the amazing ability to meet people’s needs (by the Spirit of the Lord). Food
would multiply and people were healed on a scale never seen. For a short period of time (less than six
months) there were powerful localized revivals and people came to the Lord. The contrast between
darkness and light upon the Earth was pronounced.
Military police were the normal law enforcement and not municipal police. They wore black uniforms with
light blue helmets or hats. Street cameras knew the whereabouts of everybody’s vehicles and the
information was accessed by computers mounted in the military police hummers. People could not cross
state lines without approved papers. The police had the ability to know everyone’s whereabouts.
Televisions made after 1992 have the ability to watch people in their homes and monitor their conversations.
All cell phones have the ability to monitor conversations and transmit to central computer facilities for
cataloging. If people would come into alignment with the New World Order then they would be taken care of.
The whole world was one, no longer a group of sovereign nations, but divided into a number of large
regions.

Then there was an extremely large earthquake so large that it was not measurable. MILLIONS of lives
were lost and the global devastation so bad in certain areas that no rescue attempts were made. The
earth’s axis was shaken and weather patterns were completely changed to the point that weather
forecasting was not possible anymore. There were pronounced droughts and famines due to the destruction
of farming regions. There was very little global awareness of God among the general population but
increasing awareness of the NWO and an increasing darkness in the world. There was a very pronounced
division between who were God’s people and who weren’t.
Because of the multitude of miracles, an unprecedented level of persecution began to increase. Many
penitentiaries were planned as detention centers for Christians. A brand new identification mark for NWO
citizens began on a voluntary basis, so that people would not have to use smart cards for transactions any
more.
Up until this time all transactions were done with smart cards. Then, a mark system came forth that
eventually became mandatory for anybody trying to buy or sell. Those who would not take the mark were
sentenced to death.
The rest of Ken’s presentation concerned details of the individual persecution he witnessed. There were
mind control techniques attempted on those persecuted. Then he saw the Lord Jesus there with him and it
strengthened him and gave him courage and he overcame. (Rev. 15:2)
Ken released the following prophecies, August 2000- ( F = fulfilled )
-America has become a war-mongering nation and if we don’t repent God will use our enemies to afflict us.
-America has until the end of 2003 to turn back to God or else will be judged as a goat nation.
-Regions and cities in America that do not repent will receive judgment of hailstones of fire from space.
-If there is repentance there will be blessings to the people, blessings of revival and harvest in the Holy
Spirit, bringing unity and love to the cities.
-China, Korea, Japan, and Pacific Rim nations being aligned into a League of Orient Nations.
-Fidel Castro’s replacement will make him look tame in comparison.
-Africa and South America will be born-again nations for Jesus.
-America’s regions of debauchery will see more judgment. The homosexual agenda will launch an all-out
attack with open opposition to Christianity. When the homosexuals begin physically attacking God’s people,
judgment will be almost immediate.
-America will adopt “new laws and times”. We must pray to stop this!
-The church will lose its non-tax status.
-More church leaders will be exposed nationally in the process of God purifying the church. -F
-More government leaders will be exposed to open our eyes to the need of righteous leadership. -F
-Judgment is coming on the mortgage business. -F
-Bombings will increase on U.S. soil upon unrepentant cities.
-Earthquakes will increase in greater magnitude, even in the U.S.
-The 2000-2010 decade will release greatest amount of famine, pestilence, floods, & disasters in history. -F
-El Nino type weather on a regular basis. -F
-Riots and violence unleashed upon lawless regions, especially those who have scorned God and His ways.
-More shootings and martyrs on American soil. -F
-Mainline churches dying off as a result of gross compromise of the message of grace. -F
-1994 prophecy of judgment upon the gods of sports and entertainment. -F
-Judgment upon America’s farmers for failing to enthrone the God of the Harvest -let soil rest every 7th year.
Preparations-Stay out of consumer debt. A debtors prison is coming soon.
-Leave the Babylonian system of false gods of prosperity and destiny.
-Return to your first love Jesus.
-Love your neighbor, avoid intolerance or hatred.
-Don’t run after signs or you will be deceived. Tear down idolatry now.
-Begin to fast, pray, and sanctify yourselves, set apart from distractions.
-Stop denying the Lord and share your faith everyday.
-Put assets into gold and silver.
-Avoid slick technology that gives away your personal power. (or private information such as Facebook)
-Don’t fail to study God’s word, keep your path lit.

-Continually stand in the gap and repent as Daniel did and God will hear - Daniel 9 and 2 Chronicles 7:14

Vision of What's Coming to America
http://standeyo.com/NEWS/12_Prophecy/120813.Randy.H.prophecy.html
Aug 13, 2012
Randy Hecker
spiritofprophecy.maxforum.org/
www.randyhecker.wordpress.com
Hi Holly

( EDITORIAL COMMENTS IN RED ARE BY FIRE OF THE LORD MINISTRIES )

I want to share with the two of you, and whomever else you wish, the sequence of upcoming events as I
have received them from the Lord. I also have some of this posted on my YouTube which I invite you to
watch at www.youtube.com/user/spiritfire100. I haven’t recorded anything there recently (I need to) because
the afternoon light around here (which is the only time I have enough light to record) has been really dark
because of all the rain storms going through. We definitely need more rain.
Anyway here goes. The sequence I am watching (as a Watchman of the Lord) begins with Mt. Popocatepetl
in Mexico. There will be a sudden very powerful eruption that will blow its lid off. Within hours an 8+
magnitude earthquake will strike Mexico City and virtually level it. Thousands will be killed. Hundreds of
thousands will be injured. And millions will be displaced from their homes. The economy of Mexico, bad as it
is, will collapse except for precious metal values. There will be anarchy throughout the land.
This event will radically increase pressure on the San Andreas Fault to the north. The fault is locked up in
an area from Palm Springs in the south to Palm Dale to the north. HAARP will be used to create a super
earthquake in this area. The magnification and duration of the quake will both be magnified. The earthquake
will strike (I believe) in the afternoon either this coming October or the following May. It will occur just after
a complete economic meltdown of the American dollar. The magnitude of this quake will reach
somewhere between 9.5 and 10.5 and it will last for nearly three minutes. Two to three million people will be
killed outright. Millions more will be injured.
The worst part of this is not the earthquake itself but the events that will be associated with it. The ground
shock from this quake will cause every other stressed fault within 1,500 to 2,000 miles to release all pent-up
stresses. As the ground shock wave moves to the north the Sierra Nevada, volcanoes will be triggered, the
Cascadia volcanoes, and also the Yellowstone super volcano will also be triggered. This is both a blessing
and a curse.
The nation (America) will be so disorganized after this event that martial law will be declared, but it will be
completely unenforceable.
Two to four days after this earthquake America will be further devastated by a nuclear sneak attack on
American cities, that will coordinated and started by our own Shadow Government. < YES
There will also be some Russian and Chinese nukes as well. < RUSSIAN-ARABIC COALITION ATTACK
EAST & WEST COASTS OF AMERICA (REF. H. GRUVER & D. DUDUMAN PROPHECIES)
The world will very quickly descend into global thermonuclear war (Gog Magog war). < LIKELY A
GLOBAL CONVENTIONAL WAR INVOLVING TACTICAL NUCLEAR WEAPONS, CHINA & JAPAN WILL
GO AGAINST RUSSIA AND PUSH THEM BACK TO THE GATES OF PARIS (REF. D. DUDUMAN)
All of this must happen before The Destroyer passes through the inner Solar System. < YES, SEE
REVELATION 9:11 ABADDON = “DESTRUCTION” (HEBREW), APOLLYON = “DESTROYER” (GREEK),
IT IS BELIEVED THE LAST TIME IT WAS HERE WAS IN THE TIME OF MOSES, SEE EXODUS 12:23
To step back a little bit, I have said that this begins in Mexico. For North, Central, and South America this
begins in Mexico. But there is one extremely critical event that must happen first. This involves a
7 to 8 magnitude earthquake north of Mosul, Iraq. The mountains there are riddled with vast cavern
systems. In one of those caverns there are three immense locked gates. The links in the chains that
keep these gate’s secured are three to four feet wide. The locks are bigger than a man. These are the gates
to the three hells.

The earthquake there will cause the overlying rock structures to collapse. One of our current world leaders
will go there on a “humanitarian mission.” He will secretly go to the gates and there he will meet the angel
with the key to The Bottomless Pit. The spirit Abaddon will be released and it will possess the man. At
that moment he will become the Anti-Christ. < IT WILL HAPPEN ACCORDING TO REVELATION 13
WITH THE RESURRECTION OF THE IMAGE OF THE BEAST, A.K.A. THE ANTICHRIST (A CLONE)
To facilitate world power, he will unleash global thermonuclear war upon the planet. < ARMAGEDDON
Again I am expecting this to begin no later than May 2013. < IF SO… GET READY NOW!
The war will suddenly end as The Great Deception unfolds upon the planet. He will appear in Jerusalem <
YES, fill the world will lying signs and wonders, and declare that he is the messiah. He will declare that he
has stopped the war in the interest of world peace. < READ 2 THESSALONIANS 2 FOR DETAILS
Because of the war few will notice the approach of The Destroyer. (DARK ASTRONOMICAL OBJECT
WITH A VERY LARGE MAGNETIC FORCE, POSSIBLY A BROWN DWARF STAR, ALUDED TO IN STAR
WARS AS THE DEATH STAR) When the Lord showed me the effects of The Destroyer, I did not believe
that the world of man could survive. It is important to understand that The Destroyer is the sign of the return
of the Lord in great glory. < YES, THE DESTROYER PRECEDES THE 2ND COMING, THAT IS WHY THE
DESTROYER APPEARS IN REVELATION 9:11 AND THE 2ND COMING BEGINS AT REVELATION 19:11
I do not know how close The Destroyer will come to the Earth. It will pass to the south of the Earth. Then on
its return to deep space it will pass over the Northern Hemisphere. Already it has started crustal deformation
in the Southern Hemisphere. There will be a steady increase in volcanic eruptions, earthquakes, and severe
weather. Continents will eventually be torn apart. Winds will rage at 300 to 400 miles per hour. Mega
tsunamis will go back and forth across the ocean basins and will reach thousands of feet high. The poles of
the Earth will flip over many times before settling down to a new orientation where south becomes north. <
“THE EARTH SHALL REEL TO AND FRO LIKE A DRUNKARD” – ISAIAH 24:20
And then the same events will be experienced in the Northern hemisphere.
As I stood next to the Lord watching all of this play out on a miniature version of the Earth. As I stood there I
was taken by the incredible devastation I was watching. It will be beyond imagination. I said to the Lord,
“How can I survive; how can my family survive; how can anyone survive?” I expected Him to say, “Least
these days no flesh shall survive, but for my elect I will shorten them.” But He didn’t say that. What He told
me absolutely floored me. Even now it fills me with such a sense of awe for the power of our God.
What He said was this, “For a time my Father will take death from the world.” During the very worst effects of
the passage of The Destroyer no one will die. < REVELATION 9:6 And during that time God will show every
person their record in His book of Judgment. Those who have set our Messiah as the center of their life will
have the great joy of hearing Him say, “This one is mine, Father”, when their record in the Book of Judgment
and they get to see their names removed from it and they will see it placed in the Lamb’s Book Of Life. The
seal of the Lord will appear upon their foreheads. And they shall be forever sealed up in the Lord.
This is getting a little long and there are things I need to do. I hope the two of you will check out my YouTube
channel. I also hope that you will be receiving some of the rain we are getting here. Have a wonderful
afternoon and evening.
Your brother in Jesus Christ,
Randy Hecker

HOLLY NOTE: After receiving the above email from Randy, I asked a few questions and the following is his
response. They clarifiy the above vision.

In answer to your questions, I know a lady in Orem, UT, who also has the spirit of prophecy. After her mother
died she started receiving visitations from mom. Her mother told her that there would a coming October, year
not given, in which America would suffer a complete collapse of its economy. This would be followed by what
she called “the earthquake of our imprisonment.” This would be followed by three other earthquakes, each
one a magnitude greater than the one before. She said that we would curse the first three quakes because
of the terrible devastation they would cause. But she called the fourth one “The earthquake of our liberation.”
It would range in the magnitude of 14 to 16 (planetary effects produced by the passage of he Destroyer. She
said that it bring about the collapse of the New World Order.
The HAARP weaponry that will increase the magnitude and duration of the West Coast mega quake will be
caused by a coordinate attacked by U.S. HAARP, Russian HAARP, and Chinese HAARP. This has already
been set up diplomatically.
When I was first shown the coming effects of this mega quake, I was shown that it would be preceded by two
other earthquakes, the first one measuring 5 to 6 on the Richter Scale, and the second one 6 to 7 on the
Richter Scale. Both of these have already occurred. The main effects of the destructive power of the West
Coast Mega Quake will be caused by a very large amount of the ground shock wave being absorbed by the
Garlock Fault. The Garlock Fault feeds its energy into the Intermountain Seismic Thrust Belt. This belt starts
southwest of Las Vegas, NV. It forms an immense letter “J” that travels south of Las Vegas, NV, south of
Boulder Dam, and then turns northward, dumping its energy into the Wasatch Fault. The end of that line is
the Yellowstone caldera.
Boulder Dam will crumble, but the released water will drain into a series of caverns that underlie the area
(the same cavern system that the Hopis will seek for shelter). Las Vegas will be virtually flattened. This will
also be the fate of St. George, UT, Cedar City, UT, Prove, Salt Lake City, and Ogden, UT. I use to live about
½ of a mile below the Wasatch Fault. One day I was walking out of the Smith’s Market located on 13th East
and 94th South when what I was seeing ahead of me suddenly changed. The whole area around me
suddenly became a scene of terrible devastation. Everything around me was on fire. Everything had been
twisted and contorted out of shape. The air was filled with smoke and I could hear screams and crying
coming from every direction. Then I heard the Lord say “During the coming earth changes great cities will be
abandoned forever. But there will always be a Salt Lake City.” I almost dropped the eggs I was carrying.
The eruption of the Yellowstone Super Volcano will be a critically important event. First it will shower most
of America with mineral rich ash. Second and the most important point is that it will shield us from
incoming Russian tactical nuclear missiles. There simply isn’t anyway they can travel through mountains
being thrown into the stratosphere. < CONFIRMED BY H. GRUVER PROPHECY, THEY WERE CRUISE
MISSILES WHOSE JET ENGINES CLOGGED UP WITH VOLCANIC ASH
Addendum:
In November of 2009, a small plane crisscrossed the City of Houston, Texas. It was ejecting a black oil
substance that settled on everything. When it came down on buildings, cars, and other inanimate objects, it
left a black oily film that disappeared within a few hours. When it landed on people it was rapidly absorbed
into the skin and left no visible residue.
I believe this was the first part of a binary chemical weapons delivery system, a weapon of mass false flag
destruction. When and if the second part of the system is delivered people will drop dead in minutes. If a
radioactive substance was added to the secondary compound it would act like a radiologically dirty bomb
was released on Houston. This would be the perfect set up for martial law and (blaming it on Iran) global
thermonuclear war.

David Flynn: Doomsday Clock - Astronomical Precession and 2012, Roswell NM conference 7-2-2005
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1iICAYhtOXk&feature=gv&hl=en
The number 33 represents both the end and the beginning point of a compass. (32 points on a compass?)
Golgotha in Hebrew is GL+GL = 33+33 (plus a cross).
Place of a skull… skull=rosh=head.
(alpha and omega, the end and the beginning)
Nautical mile = a system navigators use for measuring the earth, a system based on ratio and time.
Longitude = lines that go vertically (up and down) and are equal length.
Latitude = lines that go laterally (side to side) and vary in length. Equator = 0 and North Pole = 90 deg.
360 degrees in a circle, 60 minutes in an hour. (360 system began circa 1200 AD)
360 x 60 = 21,600 nautical miles, circumferential distance around the Earth (the great circle).
Measuring the Earth in increments that are a ratio: 33-1/3 x 60 min = 2012.9 (I got 2000?), so a 33.3
degree arc of the Earth would have 2012 nautical miles (I still get 2000?).
The four gospels match up with the four zodiac signs?!
The 12 tribes of Israel were assigned symbols?
The Milky Way crosses the Zodiac ecliptic in two places and one place is right next to the eagle.
The Milky Way appears as a serpent swallowing its tail (the nuclear bulge) with the eagle appearing right
over the head of the serpent (galactic centroid, with galaxy viewed on edge) and always stationary at this
point.
25,920 years for complete cycle of ecliptic precession (25,800 years per EW Bullinger).
The pentagram explains precession: 360 deg circle divided by 5 points of the pentagram = 72 degree arc.
Multiply 360 x 72 = 25,920 years (concur?).
The sun will rise at the center of the galaxy in conjunction with the eagle constellation at the winter solstice
on 12-21-12 (symbolic of the Phoenix rising out of its ashes, order out of chaos, beginning of the NWO).
The seal on the back of the dollar bill is supposedly showing a bald eagle, but instead the eagle has a tuft of
hair on its head, which is really the Phoenix bird. The city of Phoenix AZ is on the 33o latitude (33o32’) and
the state flag is a “rising sun”. (coincidence anyone?……..not)
There are other cities on/near the 33o latitude, many of which have been at the center of action by globalist
Illuminati forces (NWO):
Riverside CA (33o56’), site of one of the largest national cemeteries for U.S. Military (warriors of the NWO)
Beirut Lebanon (33o53’), historic civil wars between government and Islamic factions
Atlanta GA (33o45’), NWO capitol of the eastern U.S., with Denver being the NWO capitol of the west
Islamabad Pakistan (33o43’), Islamic nation currently being “probed” for future conquest by NWO military
forces
Fukuoka Japan (33o35’), located between Hiroshima (34o) and Nagasaki (32o), site of atomic bomb attacks.
Casablanca Morocco (33o32’), 1943 WWII meeting of world leaders to discuss war strategy
Birmingham AL (33o31’), site of MLK civil rights movement leading to Civil Rights Act of 1964
Damascus Syria (33o30’), currently in a civil war between government and NWO-backed Islamic forces
Baghdad Iraq (33o20’), conquered by NWO forces and its leader Sadam Hussein removed
Tripoli Libya (32o54’), conquered by NWO forces and its leader Khadafi killed
Charleston SC (32o47’), site of Fort Sumter and the start of the Civil War, NWO funded both sides of the fight
Dallas TX (32o46’), site of 1963 NWO assassination of JFK
Each quarter arc of the precession cycle represents the rise and fall of civilization, every 6,480 years (4
epochs).
33.33o latitude/longitude goes thru one of the three peaks of Mount Hermon, site of the historic visitation of
the Watchers (in Hebrew: aiyen-yod-resh = AIR, in Greek Aeros) a.k.a. fallen ones of Genesis 6 and book of
Enoch.
In Greek, the word for “open eyes” is Europa. Symbolic of “illumination”. The Illuminati version of Eve,
Princess of Cydonia in Crete, the knowledge-bearing woman riding atop a bull.
Multiply 33.33 x pi = 104.56. Go to 33.3o latitude, 104o longitude and you’ll find location of Roswell NM, site
of the July 4, 1947 UFO crash (Independence Day movie anyone?).
Take 21,600 nautical miles and divide it by 33.33 = 6480 which is the number of years in a quarter arc of the
precession cycle.
Mayan calendar shows each 6,480 year epoch ends by either: fire, flood, animals, or earthquake.
Revelation 12: the dragon swept a third of the stars = 33.33 = 2012.9, and the watchers are cast down to
the Earth, on 12-21-12? What astronomical signs happen before the actual events on Earth?

